Welcome to Los Angeles

Welcome to ‘The City Of Angels’, bustling epicentre of the world’s creativity, home of
Hollywood, and the beating heart of America's entertainment industry. Welcome to Los
Angeles.
LA is a breathtaking and surreal place to be. Surrounded by incredible 10,000 ft mountains,
the second largest city in the United States is located deep in a coastal basin with
temperatures soaring to 90°F.

To fully embrace this Mediterranean climate, take in the palm covered Venice Beach or the
thriving Santa Monica Pier. Go for a walk in the shoes of a celebrity through Beverly Hills or
the Star Homes Tour. Check out stars a little further away at the world-famous Griffith
Observatory. For inspiration on your doorstep, visit the Cathedral Of Our Lady Of The Angels.
LA boasts some of the biggest and best arenas in the world! Sports fans will be enthralled
with the LA Dodgers, Clippers, Lakers, Galaxy and Kings.
It's not hard to understand why LA is known as the Creative Capital Of The World. Of the 18
million people in the greater LA area, one in six work in the creative industry. LA is the home
of Hollywood, The Academy Awards, The USC School of Cinematic Arts, Universal, Warner
Brothers and The Sunset Boulevard.
This webpage reaches beyond your usual travel blog; losangeles.io is your ultimate, one-stop guide to
exploring LA’s nightlife, events and lifestyle! We dig deeper than just where to go and what to do,
providing you with articles that carry you right into the LA experience and culture. So check back
often — and subscribe to never miss an update!

So whether you're an aspiring creative reaching for your own star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame, an excited family vacationing with dreams of Disneyland or a cultural connoisseur
seeking out the souring music of the LA Philharmonic, Los Angeles will open your eyes and
exceed your wildest expectations.

